
Thethekedaar
BECAUSE DESIGN MATTERS....
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01. ABOUT US
Our company is engaged in interior design, we are ready to assist 
you in choosing the best design. The essence of the interior
design we provide will always be about people and how they live. 
We believe your home should tell you the story of who you are 
and be a collection of what you love. We believe that it should be 
able to connect the client with the overall vision of their 
innermost emotion perfectly through our creation.
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Our purpose is to create heartfelt spaces that foster a 
dynamic relationship between the natural and built 
environments. Each project begins with the client's 

needs, lifestyle, visions, and budget. As a result, they have 
a solution that is tailored to make their dreams a reality. 

We achieve sustainable and energy-efficient design 
solutions that fulfill the client's desired image by paying 

attention to minute details. The goal is to create inspiring 
environments that foster a sense of belonging.

OUR PURPOSE
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Our Designing
Process

MEET AND DEAL

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

PLANNING AND DESIGN OF SPACE

CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

The first stage in the process of meeting the customer and
understanding is always to take all the steps to understand
and collect information for the creation of the concept.

Here, we have translated conceptually designed dreams into
reality.

We will start to plan and manage an agreed conceptualization
based on an initial discussion.

After the concept has been developed, we will offer you 
complete drawings and conceptual representation for a better 
understanding.
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Core Values
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Quality controlling

Full end-to-end 
coordination with 

vendors

Supervision and 
trust

Timeline 
justification

Market exposure 
and durability Teamwork

New material 
research

Daily/Weekly 
progress reports will

be provided



OUR SERVICES

Residential Designing Architectural Designing Modular Furniture

To make this work easier, here comes our role. We 
at Thethekedaar make sure to deliver supremely 

beautiful, well-designed interior residential 
complexes to our clients. With us, our clients not 
only get a premium class of Residential interior 

designing services demanded but will also get the 
lifetime experience desired.

 

There is a lot of detail that goes into designing an 
architectural project. Each step of the project is 
carefully thought out for safety and day to day 

comfort, we call this flow. Architectural design is a 
concept that focuses on components or elements of 

a structure.

our Customized designs are of European standard 
and design the most unique and best Customized in 

India for you, our interior designers are fully 
experienced and qualified and they know what you 
need. Our interior designers start work only after 
ascertaining your requirement. thethekedaar.in is 

the only company that tries to give the maximum in 
less money.
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https://thethekedaar.in/
https://thethekedaar.in/
https://thethekedaar.in/residential-interior-desigining
https://thethekedaar.in/residential-interior-desigining
https://thethekedaar.in/residential-interior-desigining
https://thethekedaar.in/residential-interior-desigining
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The thrill of a home renovation can quickly be 
diminished by unforeseen circumstances, stretched 

budgets, and other unexpected issues. The good 
news is that our company takes care of these 

problems with the best solutions ever possible. For 
us, it’s not just a renovation, it’s a house makeover 
by restoring its original state or by honoring it by its 
original intention. With our company, the soul of the 
old space will never be compromised. It's not work 

for us,

In today’s era, it is more of a necessity rather than 
an elite wish to have a properly well-designed

interior of the office space equipped with all the 
modern essential facilities. This not only helps in 

massively optimizing the reach of that commercial 
firm in the suburban locality but also helps in PR 

(Personal Marketing) of the firm, which plays a very 
crucial & significant role in the growth of any firm.

Present day technology is so advanced that it allows 
us to generate realistic 2D-3D interior images of your 

house. 2D layouts design is the creation of two- 
dimensional images for various applications like 

electrical, mechanical and different fittings of 
architecture in a residential or commercial space. 

Where 3D models are a potent tool for interior 
designers to effectively communicate designs to 
their clients via three-dimensional visualization, 

increasing project approval rates.

Renovation Commercial Interior Design 2D-3D Design
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OUR SERVICES

https://thethekedaar.in/renovation-2
https://thethekedaar.in/commercial-interior-design
https://thethekedaar.in/2d-3d-design-2


Our Key Differentiators:-
Premium Furniture 

Minimalist Interior 

Interesting Concept 
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OUR WORK
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At Thethekedaar, we acknowledge that every project's requirement is different. As a
result, we include your ideologies to create your dream home. If you are still in doubt
about why you should select us from other Interior Designers in Delhi, then you should
know our working method that impresses our clients.
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OUR WORK
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MANAGING DIRECTOR
Deepak Chamola

Deepak Chamola is the Founder of Thethekedaar his
emphasis on interior detailing and a naturally elegant

approach to design, form a unique offering. Deepak Chamola
(Director) has an innate propensity for infusing a timeless
charm of designs and amalgamating traditional, classical,

and modern forms. A luminary of the generation, he is widely
celebrated as the top interior designer in Delhi. His
groundbreaking work exemplifies immaculate and

meticulous precision.
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Email

Address

CONTACT
+91 9777705555 

info@thethekedaar.in

Address: 87/1, 3rd Floor Block 
2, WHS Kirti Nagar, Delhi 
110015
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Thank You!
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

the._.thekedaar 

The_ठेेकेेDAAR 

The Thekedaar

Thethekedaar

https://www.instagram.com/the._.thekedaar/
https://www.facebook.com/TheThekedaar/
https://www.facebook.com/TheThekedaar/
https://www.facebook.com/TheThekedaar/
https://www.facebook.com/TheThekedaar/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/the-thekedaar-a95929208
https://in.pinterest.com/thethekedaar_delhi/

